INDEPENDENT CURRICULUM GROUP
EDUCATOR EXPERT PROGRAM
Information below valid through 30 June 2017
PROGRAM DETAILS
Under the terms of the ICG Educator Expert Program contract, schools contact the ICG to
request a consulting service match from the ICG EEP database to help them with a particular
challenge or issue. If the ICG is able to suggest a possible match, we will put the contacting
school in direct contact with the possible Educator Expert.
If a match is arranged and a consulting service is offered, the school contracts directly with
the Educator Expert for services, paying the ICG only a fixed agent’s fee for arranging the
match.
PROGRAM RATES
The Independent Curriculum Group recommends the following consulting rates for
Educator Experts:
RATES ON-CAMPUS CONSULTING
Each Educator Expert is to be paid $700 for the first day of service; subsequent days at $600.
Half days is to be paid at a rate of 60% of the full-day rate. For example, a 1.5 contract would
pay at $700 (first day) plus $360 (half of second day). This rate includes preparation and
materials but not photocopying or participant materials for on-campus workshops, etc.—e.g.,
markers, flipcharts.
All travel and housing expenses for on-campus consulting will be paid by the contracting
school.
RATES FOR ONLINE OR TELECOMMUNICATION CONSULTING
If a consulting program includes contacts made through online services such as Skype or
GoToMeeting (exclusive of exploratory contacts and discussions), each participating
Educator Expert would be paid $200 per hour for active (that is, working online) services
rendered; the minimum billing period is one-half hour. This rate includes preparation and
materials. The online service of the consultation will be arranged for and provided by the
school; in some cases the Independent Curriculum Group may be able to provide services by
special arrangement through our GoToMeeting account.
ICG FEE
The ICG fee for arranging Educator Expert services is $200 per person per arrangement,
regardless of the number of days or hours involved. Contracting schools will be invoiced by
the Independent Curriculum Group at the time the arrangement between the school and the
Educator Expert(s) is finalized.
DISCLAIMER
The Independent Curriculum Group makes no warranty or guarantee for the quality or
efficacy of Educator Expert Program consultancies or for the outcome of such consultancies.
As Educator Experts are neither employees nor contractors of the The Independent
Curriculum Group, the Independent Curriculum Group assumes no liability for Educator
Experts or contracting schools in the event of accident, mishap, unprofessional action, or any
other eventuality in the conducting of ICG-arranged Educator Expert consultancies,
including travel to and from such consultancies.

